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【Outline of survey】

In this research, photofunctional DNAs modified with various photofunctional chromophores

and nano particles are used as reactive environments for constructing charge separation and

charge transfer systems, and the photofunctional properties are assemblied on the surface to

develop the photoelectric conversion devices using the advanced character of DNA as the

building block of supramolecular structures.

Charge separation and charge transfer in DNA during the photoirradiation are important

photoinduced processes with relation to photoelectric conversion, molecular wires, and DNA

base damage in living cells. Therefore, this project is conducted to elucidate the mechanisms

of the highly efficient and long-lived charge separation and charge transfer. The results can

be applied to develop photofunctional DNA molecular wire, photoenergy conversion system, and

highly effective DNA damaging method. The research subject of this project is focused on

mainly "charge separation in DNA" to establish nanoscience based on photofunctional DNA: 1)

establishing the highly efficient and long-lived charge separation in DNA, 2) construction

of photofunctional DNA molecular wire, 3) construction of photoelectric conversion device

using DNA modified with organic molecules and DNA-nano particles complex (application to

photoenergy conversion method and gene diagnostic technique), and 4) clarification of DNA

oxidation damaging mechanism and application to photodynamic therapy (PDT).

【Expected results】

Establishing the highly efficient and the long-lived charge separation in DNA causes to

develop the photofunctional DNA molecular wire, high performance device with higher-ordered

structural construction using DNA as the building block, and photoenergy conversion device,

and relates directly to clarification of DNA oxidation damaging mechanism and application to

photodynamic therapy (PDT). The mechanisms of the charge separation and charge transfer in

DNA are also important subjects to clarify the characteristics of such processes in organic

molecular assemblies with the pi-stacking structure from the basic point of view.

Consequently, a new paradigm of charge separation and charge transfer in DNA will be

established in chemistry.
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